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Geography 

 
Curriculum Intent 
We aim to inspire in children a curiosity and fascination about the world and its people which will remain with 

them for the rest of their lives We want children to enjoy learning about geography and develop their interest and 

understanding of diverse places, people, resources, and natural and human environments, together with a deep 

understanding of the Earth’s key physical and human processes.  

Our geography curriculum builds on children’s prior learning and develops their knowledge of the world around 

them so that they know more, remember more, and understand more. 

Learning about geography enables children to develop knowledge and skills that are transferable to other 

curriculum areas and which can and are used to promote their spiritual, moral, social, and cultural development.  

 

Implementation 
As a school within Bishop Hogarth Catholic Education Trust, we teach a scheme of work designed by a transition 
team of our primary school staff working with subject specialists from our secondary schools. This means our 
curriculum has been designed to ensure clear progression, in the acquisition of knowledge and for key skills, 
building on pupil’s prior learning. We teach termly, discreet topics for all pupils from Year 1 to Year 6. 
The curriculum units of work have clearly identified minimum knowledge ‘end points,’ and have been sequenced 
to ensure that pupils know more and remember more as they move through primary school and transfer into KS3.  
 

Our curriculum covers the National Curriculum and is underpinned by the building blocks of Geography 
(Threshold Concepts) which are emphasised and reinforced in the geography curriculum across our Trust schools 
from KS1 to KS5. 

1. Location and Place Knowledge 
2. Geographical techniques and terms. 
3. Physical features and processes. 
4. Human interaction with the environment. 

 

Each unit of work has a clear rationale, key topic vocabulary, builds on pupil’s prior learning and defines the 
minimum knowledge and skills (end points) that pupils will learn. Assessment strands in topics give pupils the 
opportunity to demonstrate their learning and the knowledge companions that we call ‘Learn it! Link It! help 
pupils to remember the key elements of the topic. This helps pupil organise their learning into relevant areas and 
make links to other areas and subjects. Conceptual (Golden) threads of Geography such as cause, effect response 
and the ‘Geotrio’ of social, economic, and environmental factors, are woven through our curriculum to ensure 
consistency, add focus and promote purposeful learning.  

 

 
Topics and units lay out sequential components of learning which equates to 8-10 hours of teaching. 
 



Key Stage 1 
Topics include: 

• The local area: where I live. 

• Weather patterns 

• A contrasting locality: Antarctica 

• A contrasting locality: Brazil 

 
Key Stage 2 
Topics include: 

• Angry Earth: Volcanoes 

• Angry Earth: Earthquakes 

• Biomes: Tropical Rainforest 
• Biomes: Deserts 

• Swimming in Plastic 

• Seaside Rocks/Coastal Erosion 

• Journey of the River 

• Angry Earth: Japanese Tsunami of 2011 

• Climate Change is Real 

• Migration 

• Country study: North America 

• Natural Resources/European comparison 

• Settlements 

 
Local Context of School 
To address the local context, our scheme includes the study of the local area, from town to the North East of 
England. We include details of local features in topics such as the Journey of the River Tees and River Tyne and local 
elements in coastal erosion. 

 
Curriculum Sequence 
We have chosen to sequence the curriculum over a two-year rolling cycle,  

 Year A 2021-22 Year B 2022-23 

 Autumn Spring  Summer Autumn Spring Summer 

Key Stage 1 
Year 1 and 2 

Where I live Weather Brazil The World Antarctica *New topic 

Lower KS2  
Year 3 and 4 
 

Seaside Rocks Angry Earth-
Volcanoes 

Biomes- 
Tropical 

Rainforest 

The World High 
Income/Low 

Income 

Journey of a 
River 

Upper KS 2 
Year 5 and 6 
 

Angry Earth-
Japanese 
Tsunami 

Biomes-
Deserts 

Migration Climate 
Change is Real 

North America Settlements 

 
Each topic includes a knowledge retention/recap element so that we build on prior learning. 
Pupils take an assessed task in each unit which draws on their learning and vocabulary. 

 

Impact 
When pupils leave our school, pupil will know more, remember more, and understand more about Geography.  They 
will have developed the geographical knowledge and skills to help them explore, navigate, and understand the 
world around them and their place in it. 
 

The majority of pupil will achieve age related expectations in Geography and clear progress will be evident 
in their topic work and in topic assessed tasks.  Outcomes in Geography books will demonstrate the pupil’s 

acquisition of key knowledge and topic, ‘end points’. 
 
They will have the firm foundations in History and are well placed to make good progress at Key Stage 3. 



Upper Key Stage 2 Units 

1. Japanese Tsunami of 2011 
This was the first curriculum written in 2020 as a ‘Transition Unit’. The unit was taught in all Trust schools in the 
summer term 2020, during the first lockdown, and then again in autumn 2020. 
 
Pupils study the location of Japan and its physical features. They explore how Japan is mostly mountainous and 
that only 14% of the land is suitable to live.  
 
Pupils learn about the movement of plate boundaries and how these cause earthquakes. They learn that a 
Tsunami is a megathrust earthquake that occurs under the sea. 
 
The key themes of this unit consider: 

• the cause of the Tsunami 

• the immediate and long-term effects of the Tsunami  

• the immediate and long-term response of the Japanese people to the devasting effects of the Tsunami  
 
Pupils learn that Japan is an example of a High-Income Country (HIC) and this influenced how Japan was able to 
manage the recovery. 
 
Pupils are introduced to the term ‘Geotrio’, and consider the social, economic and environmental aspects of the 
above for Japan in the aftermath of the Tsunami. 
 
Assessment Task 
Pupils consolidate their learning to explain the cause of the Tsunami, the social, economic and environmental 
effects of the Tsunami and then the immediate and long-term responses to this natural disaster. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

2. Climate Change is Real 
Pupils will learn what we mean about Climate Change and how weather differs from climate. They will learn how 
climate change is measured over time and explore the human and physical causes of climate change and what is 
meant by the ‘greenhouse effect’. 
 
Pupils will study the social, economic and environmental (Geotrio) effects of Climate Change and look at the case 

study of the Maldives, which is disappearing as a result of rising sea temperatures. Part of the unit explores the 

effect of climate change on animals. 

Later lessons focus on the response to Climate Change learning about ‘mitigation’ and ‘adaptation’, as 

Geographical terms. 

Finally, pupils will learn about Greta Thunberg as a champion of Climate Change and look at her work and 

commitment to the cause. 

Assessment Task 
There are two assessed tasks in this unit for pupils to demonstrate their knowledge of Climate Change and use 
key topic vocabulary:  

1. A ‘Message in a Bottle’ writing task from a Maldavian resident about the situation in their country. 

2. A Biographical study of Greta Thunberg. 

 
 



3.  Biomes/ Tropical Rain Forest  
Pupils will learn the terms Biome and Ecosystem, how to describe some characteristics of different biomes and 
how they link together. They will discover that Tropical Rainforests are found in narrow bands, 5-10 degrees 
North and South of the Equator because there is a lot of sunlight and rainfall. Rainforests have an equatorial 
climate which means constant high temperatures and rainfall and they experience a daily pattern or weather. 
 
Pupils will study the types of plants which can be found in the Tropical Rainforest; learn about how they have to 

adapt in order to survive the conditions and that each adaptation is unique. They will study the many layers 

(Forest floor, under canopy, canopy, emergent) and learn that each layer of the rainforest has different 

conditions. Animals which live in each layer must adapt to survive. 

Pupils will move on to researching the different tribes which live in the rainforest and learn how we use the 

rainforests before moving on to deforestation and the effects of humans on the rainforest. They will be 

reintroduced to the terms, social, economic and environmental and discover that the effects of deforestation are 

at a local, national and global level before moving on to sustainability and finding solutions to the problems it 

causes.  

Assessment Task: 

There are two assessed tasks in this unit for pupils to demonstrate their knowledge and use key topic vocabulary: 
 

1. Describe the location of the tropical rainforest. 

2. Writing a persuasive letter outlining the impacts humans have on the Tropical Rainforest and how and 

why they need to be solved. 

 

 

 

4. Desert/Biomes 
Pupils will learn the meaning of the term biome; that there are 7 major biomes on planet earth, be able to locate 
them on a map and know that the UK is part of the deciduous / temperate biome. They will be taught to draw and 
interpret climate graphs, identify and describe different desert features before moving on to plant and animal 
adaptations. 
 
Pupils will study how populations get water in a desert and decide if they think this is sustainable. They will decide 

as to whether they think the continued population growth and water use is sustainable in desert areas. They will 

compare our schooling experience with those going to Death Valley unified schools and consider how children in 

Death Valley manage their learning.   

Pupils will develop an understanding of the large-scale hot desert biome which covers 33% of the earth's surface 

and this will contrast with their knowledge of tropical rainforest biome.  It will allow a sense of wonder at the 

range of adaptations of plants and animals to such a hostile biome.  

Assessment Task: 

There are two assessed tasks in this unit for pupils to demonstrate their knowledge and use key topic vocabulary: 
 

1. Non-chronological report on animal adaptations 

2. Create an information leaflet or a report about water supplies for cities in the desert. 

3. Letter to Death Valley Primary School which discusses the differences in climate between there and the 

UK. 

 

 



4. The Journey of the River Tees 

Pupils study the local river and explore its journey. They first explore the Water Cycle and learn about how water 

moves around the system. 

They learn about the structure and features of the Drainage Basin and the different river processes: erosion, 

transportation and deposition. 

The River Tees is a key river for the number of its natural occurring features and pupils study the upper course with 

the source at High Force, the middle course with the meanders and ox bow lakes around Yarm and the features of 

the lower course with the floodplains. 

Pupils learn about the flooding and the impact of human activity and then the effects and response to flooding.  

They move on to learn about the management of rivers. 

Assessment Task: 
There are two assessed tasks in this unit. Pupils write like a geographer and use their key learning and vocabulary 
from this unit to: 
1. Explain how a waterfall is formed. 

2. Write a newspaper article following a flood on the local river. They will be asked to include the details if how the 

flood was caused, the effects it had on the local area and the response to the flood by people to solve the 

problem. 

 

 

 

Coming soon 

 

Settle Down 

North America 

Natural Resources 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lower Key Stage 2 Units 

1. Migration 
Pupils will learn about the world’s population and how it is distributed. They will explore continents which have 
the highest population and identify reasons why areas are densely and sparsely populated. 
 
Pupils will study 3 countries (North America, North East England and Italy) and identify the reasons why people 

live there. They will look at how population changes and how factors such as the birth and the death rate affect 

the population. 

The unit looks at migration and immigration and the reasons people change where they live. They will explore 

real life examples of migration to the UK and the different views people hold about this. Pupils will learn about 

the push/pull effects of migration. 

Part of the unit focuses on animal migration and the challenges faced by animals.  

Assessment Task 
Pupils are asked to demonstrate their knowledge of the key themes of this unit by writing a diary entry about 
migrating to the UK. This can include emotive writing techniques as well as all the key terminology that they have 
learnt across the lessons. 
 
 
 

2. Seaside Rocks 
Pupils will learn about coastal destinations, countries, continents and adjoining bodies of water. They will look at 
healthy beaches and will develop understanding about the impact on plants and animals, of humans living near 
coastal areas.  
 
Pupils will study erosion, how this wears away rocks and as a result, changes landscapes. They will learn the 

correct geographical terms for the physical features of a coastline and understand how these features are 

formed. 

The unit looks at how coastal erosion can happen quickly as well as over time. Pupils will be asked to predict how 

landscapes may change in the future and how coastal erosion affects those who live there. 

Finally, pupils will be taught to identify different coastal defences and to evaluate the effectiveness of those 

coastal defences. They will then be given the opportunity to apply the knowledge they have gained, to design 

their own and test it for effectiveness. 

Assessment Task: 
There are two assessed tasks in this unit for pupils to demonstrate their knowledge of Coasts and use key topic 
vocabulary: 
1. Diary entry: write a series of paragraphs or a diary entry as if you are a local, which explains the effect which 

dramatic erosion has on people who live on the coast – the risk to lives and to homes.  

2. Information leaflet or postcard: this should about a coastal destination of their choice and include details 

about physical features and any recent coastal defenses which have been built to protect the landscape.  

 

 

 

 

 



3. Earthquakes 
Pupils will learn about the construction of the Earth; they will be taught to name and label the main parts of the 
Earth; crust, mantle, core as well as describe the properties of these parts. They will learn about tectonic plates 
and how the position of a country in relation to these plates determines the risk of earthquake. 
 
Pupils will study the movement of the Earth’s crust and how this movement causes earthquakes. They will learn 

how people who live in earthquake prone areas prepare; how to react if you ever experience an earthquake; that 

the level of destruction depends upon many factors including the wealth of a country and how technology and 

engineering can help to protect against the effects of an earthquake. 

As a case study, pupils will look at Haiti and its location in relation to plate boundaries. They will be introduced to 

the terms social, economic and environmental and examine how and why the effects of earthquakes can be more 

devastating in poorer countries. 

Finally, pupils will learn that tsunamis are created by mega thrust earthquakes under the ocean; they are large 

waves can lead to complete devastation where they hit; they don’t happen very often and mostly occur in 

countries around the Pacific Ocean. 

Assessment Task: 
There are two assessed tasks in this unit for pupils to demonstrate their knowledge of Coasts and use key topic 
vocabulary: 
1. Safety leaflet: Pupils design a safety leaflet about what to do in an emergency. This should include an 

introduction which explains how earthquakes occur. 

2. Non-chronological report: give a title of Angry Earth and describe the physical processes, effects and 

responses – social, economic and environmental - of each.  

 

4. Volcanoes 
Pupils will learn what a volcano is, how it erupts and the correct terminology for the features of a volcano. They 
will learn the location of the world’s volcanoes, and identify that there is a high concentration of volcanoes in the 
‘Ring of Fire’ (in the Pacific Ocean) and that many volcanoes can be found under the sea.  
 
Pupils will study the different types of volcano, they can be active, dormant or extinct and that different types of 

volcano act in different ways. 

As a case study, pupils will look at Mount Vesuvius; how volcanoes can erupt over a period of time and cause 

complete devastation. They will be introduced to the terms social, economic and environmental and examine 

how the devastation was so severe that usual responses were not feasible. 

Assessment Task: 
There are two assessed tasks in this unit for pupils to demonstrate their knowledge of Coasts and use key topic 
vocabulary: 
1. Diary entry: pupils are asked to write as an evacuee from Pompeii having witnessed the eruption. 

2. Non--chronological report: pupils should describe the physical processes, effects and responses – social, 

economic and environmental - of a volcanic eruption.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. Earthquakes and Volcanoes 
Pupils will learn to describe the features of volcanoes and earthquakes. They will be able to identify and name the 
structure of the earth and how this links to the distribution of volcanoes and earthquakes through plate 
boundaries.  
 
Pupils will study the different features of a volcano including the physical hazards associated with volcanoes. They 

will then be able to determine which hazards are the most dangerous and why. They will then look into a specific 

volcanic eruption and use their geographical skills to work out what happened and classify impacts in social and 

environmental.  

Pupils will then move onto earthquakes where they will identify the key features, location and what it is like 

during an earthquake.  

As a case study, pupils will look at Haiti, 2010, to classify the impacts into social and economic as well as now 

looking at the responses to an earthquake.  

Finally, they will examine ways to prepare, predict and prevent damage from tectonic activity; looking towards 

the future including earthquake proof buildings and then rounding up the unit looking at why people live in areas 

of tectonic activity in the first place.   

Assessment Task: 
1. Recap each lesson (3 questions - 3 minutes)  
2. Understanding and use of geographical techniques throughout unit  
3. Assessment piece at the end of the unit which will link all aspects taught. 

 

 

 

5. Swimming in Plastic 

Pupils explore the issue of plastics in the environment. 

They learn about at how oceans are important and used by people around the world. 

Pupils study the habitats of seas and oceans and how the fragile and changing conditions of habitats means some 

species are placed at risk. 

They study the use of plastic in people’s everyday lives and the detrimental effects of single use plastic. Some 

plastics however, are a valuable and necessary part of our world. 

Pupils go on to explore ways to reduce waste and explore reusable items. 

The unit explores what happens when plastic ends up in our oceans and how we can respond to plastic pollution 

through sustainable management. 

Assessment Task 
Pupils include their key learning and vocabulary from this unit to write a persuasive letter to the Prime Minister to 
highlight the main causes and effects of plastic pollution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Key Stage 1 Units 

1. Antarctica  
Pupils will begin this unit by gaining locational knowledge of continents and oceans of the world. They will use an 
atlas to find & name different parts of the Earth. Children will learn that deserts can be cold as well as hot and 
they will understand that the environment is so harsh that humans cannot live there permanently.  
 
Children will be encouraged to ask questions to find out what a place is like. They will describe the conditions, 
using the geographical features of Antarctica. 
 
In later lesson pupils will be able to demonstrate understanding of how and why humans must adapt to their 
environment to survive in harsh climates. They will ask questions about life in Antarctica. Children will describe 
life in Antarctica and how people survive in the harsh environment. Pupils will understand the physical features of 
the landscape of Antarctica and will be able to relate this to its global location. They will be able to describe the 
land and sea in Antarctica. 
 
Pupils will understand that not all animals are suited to all environments and that certain adaptations are needed 
to ensure survival. Pupils will learn what types of animals live in Antarctica and explain how they can survive the 
extreme weather conditions.  
 
The Assessment Task will allow pupils to share their knowledge of expeditions to the South Pole!  They are asked 
to make comparisons between the South Pole and the UK. 
 

 

2. Brazil  
Pupils will locate where they live on a map of the UK before looking at a map of the world in an atlas. They will 
learn the names of the oceans and then listen to facts about each ocean and match the facts to the oceans.  
 
In lesson two, children will learn the continents of the world and look at some key landmarks from each 

continent. They will then match the landmark to the continent and locate the continents on a map of the world, 

using a colour key.  

Children will build on their prior learning from the previous lessons and look closely at the continent of South 

America. They will locate Brazil and learn some of the countries that are on the border of Brazil. They will learn 

some physical and human features of Brazil. In lesson four, children will learn that Rio de Janeiro is a city within 

Brazil. They will Identify what life is like living there and explore the similarities and differences of their home area 

with Rio de Janeiro.  

The children will learn about carnival with the traditions of dancing and costumes. There will be an opportunity to 

hold a carnival day in school.  

Assessment Task 
Children will write a recount as though they have woken up on the morning of carnival day. Within their writing, 
they should include lots of key geographical features that show their understanding of the last five sessions. For 
example, they need to describe their location, the weather, the population, how long it took to travel there and 
some information about the carnival that show their understanding of the culture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. Weather  
Pupils will learn about the four seasons and discuss the differences in weather patterns.  
 
Pupils will describe the differences they see during the seasons and how different types of weather affects us. They will 

look closely at sun, rain, snow, and thunderstorms. Pupils explore a map of the UK and the symbols that the BBC use to 

identify the weather across the UK.  

Pupils will study the hot country of Antigua and locate it in on a map. They will locate the Equator on a map of the 

world, using an atlas and use the BBC website to identify the weather in Teesside and the weather in Antigua. Pupils 

will draw the weather symbols, record the temperature of the two places and draw/write a list of things that they 

would need to wear if they were travelling. 

Later lessons will look at colder places and will focus on the Arctic. Pupils will locate the Arctic on a map and its location 

in relation to the Equator. They will learn about people and animals that live in the Arctic.  

Pupils will then locate rainforests and discuss how the weather in the rainforest is perfect for the plants and animals 

that live there and begin to understand what is meant by deforestation. 

Finally, pupils will learn about extreme weather. They will explore the location of the Gulf of Mexico to the Equator and 

then write simple sentences explaining examples of extreme weather, including tornadoes, hurricanes, and 

thunderstorms. 

There are two assessed tasks in this unit for pupils to demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of the unit and 

use key topic vocabulary:  

1. Create a poster about the habitat of the animals that live in the rainforest who must live there because of the 

weather and the climate. (Week 5)  

2. Non-chronological report – using the subheadings 

 
 
 
 


